
   

AGUA CALIENTE – GUATEMALA 
January 2012 

 
Meeting with the Leaders of the Dam Groups at the Saloon and Visit of two of the Dams 

Liz Howland (LWH) & Pete Glashagel (EWB-MN) 
 

1.01 Arrived in village and met with: 
Rolando Colaj of Simajhuleu – Phone: 
Gregorio Simon (current pump system’s designer) – Phone: 
Reyes Son Quina 
Sefarino Chali Chonai  

 
1.02 Following introductions we requested that they provide us with an overview of the 

Dam Groups, their social structure, and the village in general.   
 

1.02.1 The Village of Agua Caliente contains approximately 230 families and it does have a 
Cocode for public (community development) issues such as roads, potable water, land 
acquisition, etc…  The Dam Groups however are private groups of families seeking to 
collect water for agricultural purposes and they pump it for irrigation where possible.   

1.02.2 The assessment and possible establishment of an EWB project for Agua Caliente is 
only being requested as it relates to the improvement of pumping systems for irrigation 
of agricultural crops.  It is further only requested for improving the current 
approximately 60 ram pump systems that are used by no more than 120 families.   

1.02.3 That is not to say that others within the community may realize the benefits of an EWB 
project and/or may request additional help in the establishment or improvement of 
similar systems; however the hope would be that in providing EWB assisstance to the 
existing ram pump systems the community members involved in the project would be 
able to use the technologies and lessons gained through the project to help others 
within the community.   

1.02.4 Prior to a Spring 2012 EWB Assessment Trip; the Dam Group leaders will attempt to 
canvas those currently using the private ram pump systems for irrigation to verify 
exactly which of the Dam Groups and/or which of the individual families on these 
systems would like to participate in the assessment and possible improvements 
project(s) to the overall system’s design, use, operations, & maintenance.  Such 
canvasing will help to ensure that those involved have a direct desire to see the 
improvements designed, constructed, and operated.  For now it should be assumed 
that all current 120 families should be assessed for the project.   

1.02.5 It was agreed by all present that concentrating on improvements to the existing 
system(s), with the involvement of the current families, would be the best position for 
moving forward with the assessment of the project.   

1.02.6 I’d recommend we determine a decent method (or matrix) of presenting survey 
questions during the assessment trip that will clearly identify who’s in versus who’s out 
and why.   

  

1.03 Current System’s Design 
 

1.03.1 Gregorio Simon is the current system’s designer and he has designed & built similar 
systems for some private groups near San Martin as well.  Liz & I recommend he be 



   

involved as much as possible as he seems very knowledgeable on what has worked 
and/or failed for them in the past.  His ram pump systems have been successful in 
reaching heads/lifts up to 75 meters in elevation.   

1.03.2 Gregorio mentioned that the systems have somehow been either applied for or 
registered with a program called “Global Gap” with the possibility of receiving 
additional assisstance through that program as well (TBD).  He also implied that it’s 
taken as much as 4 years to get some systems functioning well and/or it’s been taking 
4 years that they’ve been seaking additional (outside) assisstance.   

1.03.3 Gregorio also mentioned that he himself has constructed a tank and drip irrigation 
system for one of his own fields where one of the ram pumps is pumping over 50 
meters over the ridge to the tank and the field is on the back side of the ridge.  He 
stated that it was quite expensive and that it is for such monetary reasons that other 
drip irrigation systems are not currently being constructed and/or used.  He is also not 
sure if it’s well designed and constructed or could be improved.  Drip irrigation system 
parts are available in Chimaltenango and/or Guatemala City for purchase.   

 

 
1.04 Crops 

 
1.04.1 Agua Caliente currently grows the two main crops of Corn (Maize) and Blackberries. 

While they grow many other lesser crops, these are the two main crops that they also 
attempt to “export” or sell outside of the village.   

1.04.2 The selling of Blackberries for export is an expensive business to start as the berries 
are sold through a middle man thus reducing the available profits.   

1.04.3 Some believe that the use of sprinkler systems at least for these two crops and 
possibly for others as well, can be harmful.  The sprinkled water can cause “burning” 
as it sits on leaves allowing the sun to refract through it for greater intensifying.  The 
force of the flying water can break or cut leaves, and the uncontrolled runoff from 
sprinkling can cause erosion.  Drip irrigation is thought to be a more efficient and less 
destructive method of irrigating.   

1.04.4 Most in the village have not thought of growing other crops, and they are mainly after 
greater yield for the land they already have.  They do feel that they may place more of 
their land into Blackberries if better irrigation was available.   
 

1.05 Spring Supply and Number of Dams & Pumps  
 

1.05.1 There is a natural spring above dam #1 that supplies approximately 60 liters/second of 
water to the dam system fairly consistently year-round.  We should plan to 
verify/measure this through the dam #1 outlet during the assessment trip.  This spring 
daylights on property that is currently privately owned by one of the Dam Group 
members so we at least preliminary feel that water rights should not be an issue.  

1.05.2 Their current dam and ram pump system consists of up to 5 dams with a minimum of 5 
pumps per dam.  The largest dam (I think #4) may have as many as 20 pumps?  We 
were un-clear as to whether dam #5 has any pumps or is newer.!?  We visited dams 
#1 & #3 (see pictures that I’ll post to the Wiki).   

1.05.3 The group agreed that they will begin the process of diagraming each dam area for its 
surface water size, possible depth, # of pumps, # of fields and/or area irrigated by 
each pump and the family(s) associated with each pump/area/system.   

1.05.4 Very little erosion, and/or changes in the overall pump setup and elevation, happen 
from year to year.  Gregorio verified that they are typically all set up the next season 



   

the exact way they were removed with very little change in the overall banks of the 
creek bed.   

 

1.06 Communications 
 

1.06.1 The group identified the following as contributors to the difficulty in communications: 
1.06.1.1 Poor clarity of cell phone or other connection 
1.06.1.2 Difficulty in understanding each other’s Spanish language speaking (both ways) – we 

probably all need to speak slowly and deliberately on any calls for clarity of language 
1.06.1.3 Difficulty hearing when multiple people are speaking on a speaker phone or if there’s back-

ground noise 

1.06.2 The group requested that a once per month Skype call be held on a Sunday, with Liz, 
Feliciano, and/or Rolando present to help with interpreting.  On such Skype calls any 
necessary difficult discussion topics should be discussed in detail.  Then if additional 
calls to Gregorio or others between these Skype calls are needed for more information 
or whatever; such calls should be short with simple language and simple questions to 
ensure that things are not missed.   

1.06.3 Liz – please provide the phone numbers you collected from Rolando & Gregorio; and 
also provide a recommended first Sunday Skype call, date, & time.   

 

1.07 EWB Project Definition 
 

1.07.1 We reviewed and explained how EWB addresses projects to ensure they understood 
the process.   

1.07.1.1 Assess the need for technical assistance as opposed to just a monetary or other community 
development need requiring politcal change – this will be the goal of this Spring’s trip 

1.07.1.2 Work with the dam groups to determine the best plan for improvements and establish an 
MOU 

1.07.1.3 Design the improvements and have such design reviewed by EWB-USA 
1.07.1.4 Once EWB-USA approved – proceed with implementation & construction once funds 

acquired and materials purchased 
1.07.2 We did not get into discussions about budget but Liz made it clear that EWB is not just 

a funding & construction agency, but rather is a technical assistance agency that will 
work closely with them to improve their systems (dam, pumps, crop production, etc…) 
in a manner that the Guatemalans can understand and maintain for the future.  We are 
interested in working with them towards their betterment rather than giving them 
money to quickly install the latest thing that may break on them or otherwise become 
un-useable after too short of a time period.   

 
1.08 Assessment Trip Recommendations 

 
1.08.1 The group recommended that if given the choice, having our assessment trip be in 

March would be much better than May.  May is a very busy time for them as they 
prepare fields for planting and make final drainage provisions to ensure the rainy 
season does not wash them out.  March is a less busy time and the ram-pumps are all 
still in-place and operating.  It will be less likely that people are willing to take sufficient 
time desired to review the needs assessment survey questions with us in May versus 
March.   

1.08.2 They typically remove the pump systems sometime in late April as they prepare for the 
rains.  They also lower the dam spillways at that time.   



   

1.08.3 March is also the time the vegetation is least, both on the ground and on the trees, 
thus allowing for better lines of site for topographical survey work.    

 
Overall the group is looking forward to having us assess their systems and provide verification 
that they’re on the right track or new direction if they’re on the wrong track.  Even if no project 
goes forward it would seem that a good assessment trip and first look would be helpful to them!   


